In 1869, Warren Felt Evans (1817-1889), a former Methodist clergyman, published The Mental Cure in Boston, Massachusetts. His book bore the thought-provoking subtitle, (Evans, 1869) . Three years later, Evans followed up with Mental Medicine: A Theoretical and Practical Treatise on Medical Psychology (Evans, 1872) . These two books, which went through multiple editions, are widely recognized as the first publications in the American mental healing or mind cure movement (Braden, 1963) .
Illustrating the Influence of the Mind on the Body, Both in Health and Disease, and the Psychological Method of Treatment
With its promise of improved health and well-being through a metaphysical "mindover-matter" philosophy, mind cure first found an audience in New England in the 1870s and gained enthusiastic followers throughout the nation and abroad by the 1880s. In the early 20th century, it birthed the even more popular New Thought movement. Historian of medicine Eric Caplan (1998) was one of the first contemporary scholars to argue that elements of mind cure were absorbed into the earliest forms of American psychotherapy. To explore that proposition further, and to situate Evans within this history, this article digs deeper into his life and work.
During his lifetime, Warren Felt Evans was recognized as a leader of mind cure's founding generation (C.S.B., 1886, p. 5; Cummins, 1885; Garrison, 1885, p. 7; Swarts, 1885a) . A one-time devout, but chronically ill, clergyman, Evans underwent a religious and philosophical conversion at midlife when he embraced mysticism and Swedenborg and then went on to champion mental healing. His six mind cure books were widely read and praised (Albanese, 2007, p. 313; Braden, 1963, pp. 126 -128; Caplan, 1998) . From the late 1860s on, Evans ran mind cure practices in Boston and in nearby East Salisbury, Massachusetts. By the early 1880s, he was writing about "psycho-therapy" and operating a "school of psychological medicine" ("Dr. W. F. Evans," 1869; Peel, 1971, p. 363, Note 90) , making him an early practitioner and theorist of something akin to psychotherapy well before the nation's first self-identified psychotherapy system was institutionalized (Caplan, 1998) . Given Evans's religious background, it is not surprising that he was sometimes labeled a "faith healer." But Evans was no faith healer in the traditional sense as one who relies on the mysterious curative actions of the Holy Spirit. Faith healers do not attempt to explain how cures work, as Evans did by combining nervous system physiology with classical metaphysics and 18th-and 19th-century philosophy. And faith healers rarely, if ever, prescribe psychologically oriented mental therapeutics to restore the health of a sufferer. This places Evans in another class: a mental healer, closer to a psychotherapist than a faith-healing minister, with stronger affinities to naturalistic models of healing.
Evans's character and appearance added to his reputation as a pioneering metaphysical healer with some grounding in a religious sensibility. By the time he gained prominence, his hair and full beard had turned white, giving him the visage of an elder seer and guide. Admirers noted his devotion to Christ and his "health-announcing complexion" (Leonard, 1906, pp. 15-17) . Others spoke of his generosity, kindness, and quiet dignity (Clark, 1902; "Dr. W. F. Evans," 1889; Hayward, 1889; Leonard, 1905b, p. 21) .
In 2008, I discovered Evans's unpublished journals in the Rauner Special Collections Library at Dartmouth College.
1 These journals chronicle the personal and professional ground that Evans traversed as he transformed from a Methodist clergyman to a practitioner and philosopher of psychological healing. They recount his internal journey from a place of religious yearning and debilitating physical suffering to one of spiritual clarity and health. To better understand this transformation, I employ the mythico-religious wounded healer narrative (Jackson, 2001) as an interpretive "lens." In the latter part of the article, I examine Evans's first mind cure books, The Mental Cure (Evans, 1869) and Mental Medicine (Evans, 1872) in light of how he addressed enduring questions central to psychological healing, such as the mind-body problem, the nature of a cure, and the role of the healer in a mind cure treatment.
Most of the scholarly work on mind cure has been written by historians of religion. Much is yet to be learned about the psychological and medical dimensions of mind cure. I propose that Evans's mind cure books and the movement he helped spawn contributed to the efflorescence of an "unorthodox psychology" in the 19th century that simultaneously absorbed elements of religion, science, and medicine into its theory and practices and whose historical impact is under appreciated.
This article fits into a larger body of scholarship aimed at broadening our knowledge of the 19th-century origins of psychology (Coon, 2002; Crabtree, 1993; Fuller, 1982; Furomoto, 1989; Gauld, 1992; Green, Shore, & Teo, 2001; Lamont, 2012; Schmit, 2005; Sokal, 2001; Sutton, 2012; Winter, 1998) . Lamont (2012, p. 1) has claimed that such disparate practices as mesmerism, phrenology, spiritualism, and psychic research represent "unorthodox areas of psychological knowledge." In turn, Fuller (2006, p. 222 ) has argued that their study provides valuable "alternative modes of discourse" about human nature that both challenges and complements orthodox views. Fuller (2004) and Albanese (2007) placed several of these "schools of thought," mind cure among them, within a diffuse and underappreciated tradition of American religiosity they call "metaphysical religion." Emerging, in part, out of the spiritual hothouse of the Second Great Awakening, its adherents, in varying degrees, rejected orthodox religion in favor of a broader spiritual palette.
Historian Anne Harrington (2008) included mind cure in a collective of therapies and medical philosophies she called "mind-body medicine." What holds this group together is the idea that the cure is elicited from within the sufferer as opposed to a physician's externally administered intervention. Interestingly, Harrington linked mind cure, with its invocation of metaphysical mind powers to relieve the pain of illness, to the 20th century's placebo effect wherein trickery releases healing in ailing persons.
Mind Cure
Mind cure eludes easy description or appraisal. Adding to its elusiveness were the several names it was known by: mental healing, metaphysical healing, Christian Science, mental science, psychological science, psychological medicine, psychotherapy, New Thought, and, occasionally, faith healing. Although mind curists differed among themselves about the particulars, they shared an idea common to metaphysical idealism that humans possess the mental power to alter the material world by way of metaphysical (or spiritual) properties in the soul. A contemporary term for this approach is "mind powers psychology," wherein the mind has vitalistic agency-often cast as the will-to improve life and health (Albanese, 2007, p. 13; Schmit, 2010) . Supporters believed mind cure could solve problems and eliminate disease through noninvasive practices, which Evans and others called "mental therapeutics" (Braden, 1963, pp. 89 -128; Evans, 1869, pp. 282-283) .
Mind cure coalesced as a movement in Boston in the 1880s out of an amalgam of mesmerism, metaphysical idealism, and medicine, and then spread to several regions of the country. In its heyday, newspapers took to calling mind cure "the Boston craze" (e.g., "Some Wonderful Cures," 1885; "The Mind Cure Craze," 1884). Along with medical and religious journals; Science (A. M., 1885) Scientific American (Finley, 1888) , and Harper's Bazaar (Mind Cure, 1894) all ran stories on mind cure.
By the 1890s, a growing number of publications, metaphysical study groups, traveling lecturers, regional schools, and even short-lived degree-granting colleges promoted mind cure. Because of its amorphous, largely noninstitutionalized character, histories of the movement have been difficult to write and estimates of its size challenging to calculate. (Albanese, 2007, pp. 7-8; Braden, 1963, pp. vii-x) . As the century turned, mind cure gave way to the equally amorphous and more popular religio-psychological New Thought movement (Braden, 1963; H. Dresser, 1919; Satter, 1999 ). An observer in 1902 estimated that a million Americans were engaged in some aspect of New Thought (Albanese, 2007, p. 315) . By 1905, there were some 800 different New Thought titles in circulation in the form of books, pamphlets, and periodicals (Materra, 1997 , as cited in Albanese, 2007 .
Mind cure's reception was powerfully shaped by the medical realities of the late 19th century. During this era, Americans suffered from ailments for which there was no known cure, resulting in great numbers of people pursuing relief from the pain of chronic illnesses (Rey, 1998) . People went to great lengths to avoid orthodox physicians' medicines as well, because they were considered toxic and overprescribed (Breslaw, 2012) . Further coloring the situation, medicine was still assuming its modern institutional shape in the late 19th century and had not yet come to dominate the medical marketplace (Starr, 1982) . Alternatives thrived in this context, including water cure, homeopathy, healthy-living This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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regimens, botanics, electric medicine, and mind cure. With several choices, and nothing working all that well, suffering Bostonians-and, later, many other Americans-turned to mind cure. Beyond its promise to solve problems and heal illnesses, a significant portion of mind cure's cultural potency was derived from its capacity to bleed over boundaries between religion, medicine, and science. Within this overlapping and ill-defined space, mind cure authors, prophetesses, teachers, and students gathered to study, read, and heal, while their attention-getting cures to intransigent illnesses were popularized in the press (e.g., "The Mind Cure; Actual Experiences of People Who Have Been Helped," 1884).
Fascination with science was a distinguishing feature of the mind cure movement. To this end, mind cure produced prominent spokespersons who believed that their system was a form of science. P. P. Quimby called his system "mental science," Evans called his system "spiritual science," and Mary Baker Eddy, another leading metaphysician of healing, called her approach "Christian Science." Many people believed that religious revelation and scientific truth could be unified, although how to achieve this was illdefined. Moreover, during Quimby's, Evans's and Eddy's formative years, there were few scientific organizations to police the parameters of good science. Natural powers of observation and the ability to organize findings in a systematic way were all that was necessary to establish the "facts" (Bozeman, 1977; Daniels, 1968) . Add to this a mobile marketplace of ideas infused with Jacksonian democratic impulses, and the resultant science was epistemologically very egalitarian (Daniels, 1968) .
Another feature that led mind curists to believe that they were practicing a legitimate science were the readily observed effects of the treatments. Mind cure may have been founded on lofty metaphysics, but the fact that ailing people reported improvements in their bodily health and in their lives subsequent to a treatment strengthened the view that mind cure elicited tangible effects and practical outcomes. The chain of events in a mind cure treatment followed a predictable sequence-in effect, a therapeutic script-which permitted drawing rational conclusions about its efficacy. Two a priori metaphysical assumptions underlay such a treatment: that mind was in a superior position to the body, and that the mind's powers could be harnessed toward healing physical and mental infirmities. The ailing person presented symptoms to the healer and the healer engaged in a treatment with the reduction in symptoms being a measure of therapeutic success. Within these therapeutic interchanges, opportunities were presented to visit and revisit the Gordion knot of the mind-body problem: How exactly was the mind with its consciousness and the material body, with its brain and nerves, connected?
The final feature that these loose-knit circles of mind cure practitioners shared was an appreciation that the Maine mesmerist Phineas Parkhurst Quimby (1802-1866) founded mind cure in the 1850s. Quimby declared that his system could heal disease without drugs (Quimby, 1888 (Quimby, /1988 . Warren Felt Evans was one of his patients. Another was Mary Patterson (1821-1910; later, Mary Baker Eddy), founder of the Christian Science Church. Two others, Julius Dresser and Annetta Dresser, made up the four direct "disciples" of Quimby who went on to be the first teachers in this field (J. A. Dresser, 1899) .
Mary Baker Eddy was distinctive among this group because of her church making. Her efforts at organizational exclusivity-which included legal battles-conflicted with the more open-ended mind cure movement (Braden, 1963; Peel, 1971) . Early Eddy biographers Cather and Milmine (1909/1993) claimed that the appealing tone of Warren Felt Evans's books inspired a number of Eddy's students to leave the church. In their ranks were several of the founders of New Thought (Braden, 1963; Harley, 2002; Satter, 1999) .
The main hub, the magnetic center, of the mind cure movement was Boston. In the 19th century, a portion of the city's literate and liberal Protestants developed a keen interest in new metaphysical philosophies such as Swedenborgianism (Block, 1932) , Transcendentalism (Pelikan, 1985) , and spiritualism (Braude, 1989) , and "new sciences" of mind and brain such as phrenology (A. A. Walsh, 1976) and mesmerism (Poyen, 1837; Schmit & Petit, 2014) . Mind cure was a late century extension of these interests.
In the 1880s, when mind cure was blooming, spiritualism was experiencing a national resurgence (Braude, 1989) . Banner of Light (1857 Light ( -1907 ), spiritualism's premiere national periodical, was published in the city. Both Mary Baker Eddy and Warren Felt Evans first advertised in the Banner (Peel, 1966, p. 221; "Dr. W. F. Evans," 1869) . Not far from the storefront in which the Banner was published, Evans had his office where he provided treatments for "mind and body" and later ran his "school of psychological medicine" (Peel, 1971, p. 363, Note 90) .
One notable Bostonian particularly intrigued by mind cure was William James, who dedicated a chapter in his Varieties of Religious Experience to "the religion of healthy-mindedness" (James, 1902 (James, /1958 . Sutton (2012) documented that James, beginning in 1887 and proceeding for a decade, undertook 100 to 200 mind cure treatments for various ailments, including insomnia, melancholy, headaches, respiratory problems, and "nervous prostration" (Sutton, 2012, p. 125) . At best, he received temporary relief, but no cure. James's family and many of his friends, however, praised mind cure's therapeutic benefits.
During this time, an elite group of Boston psychologists, neurologists and physicians (including James, G. Stanley Hall, James Jackson Putnam, Morton Prince and Boris Sidris) was meeting to explore new ways to treat the nervous disorders of the day. Informally called the Boston School of Psychotherapy (or the School of Abnormal Psychology), these men discussed-among other topics-the therapeutic merits of both mind cure and European hypnotherapy (Caplan, 1998, pp. 98, 116; E. Taylor, 1982, p. 3) .
In response to the popularity of unorthodox healing practices, in 1899, G. Stanley Hall's doctoral student, Henry H. Goddard (1866 Goddard ( -1957 , 2 published his study of the efficacy of faith healers and metaphysical healers (Goddard, 1899) . He concluded that their treatments could be useful relieving some symptoms, but advocates were guilty of both overreach, in terms of what they claimed they could heal, and for misconstruing the agent causing the changes in health. Goddard instead proposed that improvements could be attributed to "suggestive therapeutics," a treatment method derived from European hypnotherapy that was popular among elites.
Boston remained the hub of mind-cure-style proto-psychotherapeutic treatments into the 20th century, marked most notably with the flowering of the Emmanuel Movement in 1906. Cofounders Worcester and McComb attributed their success, in part, to their use of mind cure's "mental therapeutics" (McComb, 1907 (McComb, -1908 Worcester, McComb, & Coriat, 1908) .
In sum, we see in Boston in the late 19th century a confluence of cultural elements that supported the growth of mind cure: a literate, forward thinking populace; chronically ill people; ineffective medicine; metaphysical religious impulses; an avid interest in psychological matters; and a vernacular understanding of science. It created the zeitgeist wherein a medical entrepreneur like Evans could thrive.
An Historiography of Warren Felt Evans
Nearly all of the academic scholarship that features Evans are broader works examining mind cure and New Thought, with Evans identified as a key actor. His 10 books are the basis for these studies (Albanese, 2007; Anderson, 1963 Anderson, , 1993 Braden, 1963; Parker, 1973; Satter, 1999; A. M. S. Walsh, 1997) . The one exception is Teahan's (1979) article, which focuses solely on Evans's philosophy. The primary source of biographical material on Evans (prior to the discovery of his unpublished journals) is five difficult-to-find articles published in installments between 1903 and 1906 by William J. Leonard (1903 Leonard ( , 1905a Leonard ( , 1905b Leonard ( , 1905c Leonard ( , 1906 . 3 Little is known about Leonard, other than that he was a Boston New Thought leader. The articles appeared in the periodical Practical Ideals, published by Jonathan W. Winkley, a one-time Unitarian minister and Leonard associate who became a Mary Baker Eddy follower. Winkley broke from Eddy and founded, in 1886, one of the first "quasi-New Thought churches," Boston's Church of the Divine Unity (Albanese, 2007 , p. 315, Braden, 1963 ).
Leonard's goal was to ensure Evans's primary place in the history of the movement at a time when its historic origins were under dispute (Leonard, 1906, p. 15) . The battle was between Mary Baker Eddy and the Dressers (Julius and Annetta, and, later, their son Horatio 4 ) over who founded metaphysical healing. The Dressers valorized Quimby as the founder and undermined Eddy as a Quimby plagiarist. Eddy, on the other hand, elevated her Bible-based healing revelation, marginalized Quimby's contribution and belittled mind cure and New Thought (Peel, 1971) . As part of his research, Leonard claimed to have interviewed Evans's friends and colleagues, and he visited East Salisbury, Massachusetts, where Evans and his wife Charlotte had operated a sanitarium in their home in the 1870s and 1880s. Evans's unmarried daughter still lived there. She gave Leonard access to his journals and papers, including "many hundreds" of appreciative letters Evans had received from patients and readers of his books (Leonard, 1903, p. 37; Leonard, 1905a, p. 4 ).
5
The Wounded Healer A particularly instructive way to understand Evans's transformation from Methodist preacher to mental healer is to see him as a wounded healer.
6 From this mythico-religious archetype self-narratives emerge of persons afflicted with an ailment or a wound of some sort who pursue healing. Their search for health sets in motion what is essentially a quest story. There are painful ordeals or traumas to overcome as the ailing person travels from affliction to health and from fragmentation to wholeness. When health is restored, it includes new found powers: sensitivity for other sufferers, the ability to perceive the causes of illness, and the power to heal (Jackson, 2001) .
Henri Ellenberger (1905 Ellenberger ( -1993 has written about a closely related concept: a "creative illness" (Ellenberger, 1970) . Certain afflictions-often of mysterious origin-create for the sufferer intense internal struggles that may lead to bursts of creativity (Ellenberger, 1970, p. 210 ). In a turn toward anthropological rites of passage, Ellenberger calls these afflictions "initiatory illnesses," wherein the sufferer's ordeal yields positive alterations to his or her personality (pp. 210, 216) . He draws attention to Freud's and Jung's creative illnesses as exemplars (pp. 447, 889) .
There are a range of physical and psychological symptoms attendant with creative illnesses, including "nervous prostrations," mysterious psychosomatic ailments, oscillating moods, and sleeplessness (Ellenberger, 1970, p. 889 ). Yet there is a turn toward uplifting outcomes and even spiritual awakenings in the later curative phases of the illness (Ellenberger, 1970, pp. 447-448) .
Interiority, the notion of a private inner self distinguishable from external reality (Heehs, 2013, p. 3; C. Taylor, 1989) , is a related "lens" through which to understand Evans's transformation. Montaigne called the self's interiority "a room of one's own" (Porter, 1997, p. 13) . In his study of the development of the American self, Daniel Walker Howe (1997, p. 194) argued that 19th-century liberal Unitarians and Transcendentalists altered the character of interiority by advancing an "inward seeking religion." In this democratized approach, interiorly revealed truths become a natural birthright of the self. Leigh Eric Schmidt (2005, pp. 25-62) linked this change to the 19th-century embrace of mysticism by such groups as the Transcendentalists. If diaries and personal journals are windows onto the interior of a person, Evans's journals allow a view into his private self, which includes his turn toward an "inward seeking religion."
Evans's Journals, 1850 -1865
Evans kept a journal for 15 years (Evans, 1850 (Evans, -1865 . The first entries document an itinerant New England Methodist Episcopalian minister's challenges, disappointments, and successes with his church work. Another substantial portion of the entries are long exegeses on biblical passages suggesting that Evans used his journal to draft sermons. Insights into how he became a mental healer are contained in entries describing mystical experiences interposed with accounts of struggles with chronic illnesses. Entries recounting his readings in philosophy are another significant portion of his journals and provide an intellectual counterpoint to the many pages dedicated to biblical reflections. The heightened sense of self-consciousness Evans expressed in his journals, in the form of prayerful soul searching and scrutinizing his feelings and thoughts, are common in the autobiographies and diaries of Protestant religious folk (Heehs, 2013, pp. 3, 49; Porter, 1997, p. 3) . To that end, the anguish and doubt Evans relays, his pursuit of spiritual truth, and the record of his intellectual discoveries paints a picture of a devout New England clergyman undergoing a profound change in his identity. The man who emerged at the end of the journals was a far more philosophically sophisticated thinker than the man who began them. By that time, he had left his church-and employer-of 20 years, converted to Swedenborgianism, and was a published author.
Once Evans began publishing his mind cure books in 1869 and entered into the career of a medical entrepreneur, his writing voice was that of an evenhanded philosopherphysician. His earlier personal struggles recounted in the journals appear obliquely at best. In this way, he kept his most painful experiences, including the recurring illnesses that left him bedridden, the rejection of his Methodist brethren for his love of Swedenborg, and his deeply felt mystical experiences, to himself.
Evans was born in Rockingham, Vermont, on December 23, 1817, the son of farmers. He died in East Salisbury, Massachusetts, on September 4, 1889. He married Charlotte Tinker of Chelsea, Vermont, on June 21, 1840. They remained lifelong partners in religion and in their pursuit of therapeutic knowledge (Evans's Journals [Evans, 1850 [Evans, -1865  hereafter, "Journals"], December 1857; Leonard, 1905b, pp. 18 -19) . Charlotte died in 1901. They had three children.
Little is known about Evans's childhood other than that he attended Vermont's Chester Academy to help him get "fit" for college. In June of 1835, he first turned his attention "to religious things" and was "converted to God" at the local Congregational Church in Rockingham (Journals, June 3, 1853). It was a major life event, for Evans's relationship to God remained central for the rest of his life.
In 1837, Evans enrolled in Middlebury College. He transferred to Dartmouth College for his sophomore year and then withdrew in his junior year, ostensibly to answer the call of religion (Journals, December, 1857) . Nevertheless, the Greek and Latin he learned This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
proved useful in his future work as a teacher and a philosopher of healing. Sometime in 1838, the ferment of the Second Great Awakening pulled young Evans into its orbit and he left the Congregational Church and became a Methodist (Journals, June 3, 1853). He received his first clerical appointment in 1840 and became church elder by 1847 (Journals, June 3, 1853, and December 1857; Leonard, 1905a, p. 6 ). Evans and his family adhered to the life of Methodist clerical itinerancy and moved through 11 pastorates in Vermont, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts over the 25 years he was formally tied to the church. For a brief period, he taught theology at a Concord, New Hampshire, Methodist educational "Biblical Institute" (Leonard, 1905a, p. 6) .
From the start of his ministry, however, Evans was frequently ill. He reported that he "carried into the pulpit a load of bodily infirmities," which painfully haunted him (Journals, July 19, 1851 and September 26, 1852). On one Sabbath, while confined to his bed, he reported, "I was attacked with an [illegible] in my right foot. At one time it suddenly affected my whole system. It occurred to me that I was dying. I felt myself sinking. It seemed very much like death." Serious sleep problems followed (Journals, July 20, 1851).
Another acute bout of illness occurred mid-February of 1853, when he exasperatedly claimed, "All my bones are broken, I have suffered more mental distress than I ever did before in such a short amount of time." He turned to God for solace, praying that his life would not end in a downward spiral of chronic-disease-ridden despair: "God called me to the ministry for some nobler purpose than to quail before the face of clay." At the same time, however, he asked that he might face his infirmities with strength: "I want . . . mental power and . . . dauntless valor" (Journals, February 13, 1853).
For Evans, illness represented both a loss of personal power and a drain on his connection to divinity. It provoked him to ask, "Is my relationship sound with God?" (Journals, February 13, 1853). He struggled to find meaning to his conundrum: "God will deliver me," he wrote. But the illnesses did not let up. Later that year, June 26, 1853, Evans wrote, "My throat is so enflamed so that I cannot speak with ease." Another affliction, a painful fistula, formed, furthering his physical suffering. In terms of his health, he was quite literally moving from one painful flare-up to the next. His chronic ill-health was so debilitating that he was sometimes bed-ridden for weeks at a time and required frequent sick leaves. Evans was experiencing some of the painful ordeals Ellenberger (1970) claimed were common for those suffering from a creative illness: afflictions that appear unpredictably, pain that is mysterious in its causes, and symptoms that are both physical and psychological.
What is perhaps most remarkable about these entries, however, is that periods of the most intense pain were followed by periods of deepening spiritual experience. For example, on May 22, 1853, Evans was "seized with a very violent attack of fever" so strong that he did not attend church. Yet while lying at home in his sick bed, he was "enjoying sweet communion with God." A similar occurrence transpired several years later in 1860. He wrote, while being confined in bed due to sickness, "In the almost painful silence and stillness of my room . . . had sweet communion with Christ. Felt so weak that I could not walk but little yet it has been, I hope, a day of good to my soul" (Journals, May 13, 1860). Pairing periods of illness with religious experience allowed him to draw psycho-spiritual meaning from the pain. Yet despite the sublime religious feelings, his journals continued to document recurring breakdowns in his health. This dialectical "engine" of chronic illness and spiritual longing appears to have pushed him toward experimentation with different therapeutic and metaphysical modalities of his day.
Quietism, Metaphysical Idealism, and Swedenborgianism
From June 3, 1853 to October 1856, there is a break in the journal. When Evans resumed journaling, he was reading the Imitation of Christ, by the Dutch clergyman Thomas Á Kempis (1380 -1471). The book is one of the most celebrated works of Christian devotional literature, admired by Catholics and Protestants alike. Evans wrote that he "derived much spiritual nourishment from it." Indeed, in that same entry, he This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
journaled about an expansive religious experience, when his soul "lay floating on the ocean of the divine presence" (October 4, 1856). The effect of Kempis's book on Evans was a harbinger of his turn toward mysticism. Soon thereafter, Evans obtained an autobiography of the French mystic and Quietist leader, Madame Guyon (Jeanne-Marie Bouvier de la Motte Guyon, 1648 -1717).
Quietism began as a mystical movement within the Catholic Church in the 17 century and gradually spread through Europe. The movement found a distinctive and powerful voice in Madame Guyon (Ward, 1998) . As a religious practice, Quietism emphasized direct experience of the divine through an interior-directed silent contemplation. In the Quietist approach-not unlike Asian meditation practice-it is the unruly sensual mind's engagement with the material world that obstructs the soul's spiritual progress. Quiet the mind through a combination of silent prayer and contemplative receptivity, so the Quietists held, and God is revealed in the soul. In its purest manifestations, a sinless state of unbroken communion was possible. This latter view put the Quietists at odds with the Catholic Church's views of original sin. The church had a history of marginalizing and, in some cases, imprisoning mystics as religious extremists. In due course, the Church treated Quietism as a heresy (Ward, 2005) .
By the middle decades of the 19th century, interest in Quietism surged among Americans, especially the Transcendentalists, the Swedenborgians, and a small group of Methodists. They discarded an older negative view that associated mysticism with religious extremism and looked on the Quietist literature with a new found admiration (Schmidt, 2005, pp. 40 -43) .
The Quietists' writings had a profound effect on Evans. He was impressed with Guyon's message of silent contemplation on "the kingdom of heaven within" (Journals, October 4, 1856). True to form, he spent many hours in prayer and contemplation in his upstairs closet. Six days after declaring his affinity for Quietism (October 10, 1856), Evans underwent another religious experience that had an initiatory quality, for he claimed it represented a new "era in my Christian experience." "My heart," he declared, "has become the temple of God." His soul was so "filled with the divine presence" that he was unable to sleep (Journals, October 10, 1856) . From this date until the end of his journal, Evans periodically extolled Guyon (e.g., Journals, October 27, 1856). Quietist practices-which included fasting-amplified Evans's experience of an expansive interiority saturated with a feeling of union with God and Christ (e.g., Journals, October 24, 1856; January 8, 1857). That was the case in February of 1857, when Evans wrote of a depth of religious experience so complete that a sense of himself as a separate being ceased to exist. Quietists called it "annihilation," a rare and deeply unitive mystical state: "My soul has sometimes plunged so deep into the abyss of deity as to lose sight of the creatures and even of myself so as to see nothing but God" (Journals, February 2, 1857).
Evans's embrace of Guyon's Quietist methods did not end his physical travails. In a journal entry on September 19, 1859, written from Lawrence, Massachusetts, he described a period of intense physical suffering and near complete breakdown: "My health so completely failed me," he wrote, "that I have not preached for more than six months" (Journals, September 9, 1859). There was even a period when he was unable to read. At this same time, the depths of interiority he was experiencing began to alter how he understood his illnesses. During another flare up he wrote, "My nervous system has been so prostrated that trembling seizes upon me in the performance of the simplest services." "But during this complete prostration of my nervous system my soul tranquilly reposed in God," Evans declared, "Far down below my trembling nerves there is a region of soul where all is still and silent" (Journals, April 4, 1859).
Note the contradiction of these two "levels" of his experience: "My soul has great peace in the center," Evans wrote, "though there often is much disturbance at the surface" (Journals, May 4, 1860). These alterations between interior depths of mystical quietude This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
and the stormy seas of physical suffering and mental anguish can be seen as oscillations of mood that are typical of a creative illness (Ellenberger, 1970) . To understand the origins of Evans's mental healing philosophy is to wrestle with the several ways religious experience, illness, and healing overlapped in his life. Leonard proposed that Evans's struggle to reconcile these two powerful features-deeply felt religious experience and poorly understood, painful, chronic illnesses-were "the great problem of his life . . . that of the etiology and cure of illness" (Leonard, 1905a, pp. 7-8 ). Evans's future work as a theorist and mental healing practitioner rested on his ability to traverse the division between the transcendent perfectionism of the soul and the imperfect body, a journey that must, in some way, engage the philosophical conundrum of the mind-body problem.
Evans's discovery of Quietist literature occurred contemporaneously with an expansion of his intellectual appetite. He began reading European philosophy as well as histories of the church.
7 He also commented favorably on Hindu and Chinese philosophy (Journals, March 11, 1857, and December 31, 1857). But it was the Greeks, primarily Plato, Pythagoras, and the Neoplatonic philosopher, Plotinus, who particularly engaged him (e.g., January 31, 1856; October 31, 1856; January 8, 1857). In this regard, he followed a vein of inquiry pursued earlier by the Transcendentalists and their Euro-Romantic counterparts (Abrams, 1971; Turnbull, 1976) . Evans was beginning to find solace for his soul's woes not only in Jesus's suffering but also in metaphysical idealism. A journal entry of October 1856 shows him pining for a Platonic life beyond the worldly vale: "I long to be elevated above all sensible objects and to dwell in a world of pure ideas, a world all intellect and all love" (Journals, October 18, 1856).
Sometime in 1858, Evans encountered the writings of Emanuel Swedenborg (1688 -1772; Journals, December 14, 1858). The Swedish mineralogist and Enlightenmentscientist-turned-mystic and self-proclaimed prophet can be placed in a nascent tradition of early to midmodern European visionaries, mystics, and healers who advanced a worldview consonant with classical Neoplatonism (Elwood, 1992) . Cosmologically, for the Neoplatonists, life is an emanation from a transcendent creator-called the One-and descends, with the mind in a superior position, in a causal chain of being, through a graduated hierarchy of spheres completing in material nature. Of the European Neoplatonic-inspired visionaries, Swedenborg was particularly prolific, producing volume upon volume detailing his vision of the cosmos, his views of the "higher spheres" and its inhabitants, and the relationship between the spiritual and natural world (e.g., Swedenborg, 1979) .
In his embrace of Swedenborg, Evans was again walking in the footsteps traversed by other unorthodox thinkers, the Transcendentalists, mesmerists, and spiritualists (Block, 1932; E. Taylor, 1988; Schmit, 2005) . The same turn toward mysticism that brought acceptance of Quietism to American metaphysical circles was at play in the reception of Swedenborg. Evans, however, took Swedenborg in a new direction by connecting his ideas to curing illness.
Swedenborg's impact on Evans was transformative. His journal entries became expansive and his reflections grew in confidence. He began scribbling additional insights in the margins, as if there was not enough space on the page to incorporate the rush of his thoughts. "I am entering upon a new epoch in my spiritual history," he claimed. He immediately saw how to fuse Swedenborg's philosophy to his Christian faith and through that to a vision of new realms of religious life. "Swedenborg," Evans declared, "advanced me to another stage in Christian experience . . . from a servant to a son." He "lifted the veil from the abyss of spiritual and celestial truth," and "prepared the way for exploring its hidden depths" (Journals, December 2, 1861). Some of the same visionary perceptions of "higher spheres" that Swedenborg reported in his books, Evans claimed to experience, too (Journals, January 3, 1861, and June 7, 1861) . By April of 1860, Evans reported that he had read "nearly all the important works" of Swedenborg (Journals, April 29, 1860) .
In Swedenborg, Evans encountered a principle-the doctrine of correspondences-that helped him understand-and transcend-the pain of his illnesses (Journals, December 2, 1861). For every event in the natural world, so this doctrine went, there was an a priori cause in the supernatural world. The idea was similar to the old Hermetic saying, "As above, so below." Swedenborg identified a great number of these mirror-like correspondences in his writings, especially between biblical episodes and events in the natural world.
Evans saw how Swedenborg's correspondences provided the conceptual footing to explain the etiology of disease using metaphysical principles. It allowed him to propose a system connecting divine mind to infirm body, and ideas in the spiritual realm to diseased organs. He noted that others had speculated about such matters but deemed these efforts inconsequential. "The restoration of the science of correspondence" changed all that, he wrote (Journals, December 2, 1861).
During this period, Evans began his formal writing career by authoring two works (Evans, 1860a (Evans, , 1860b ) that drew on Christian and Platonic themes, respectively, and whose aims were to serve people "panting after a spiritual condition" (Evans, 1860b, p (Evans, 1862) , all but openly declared his new, Swedenborgian-inspired metaphysics (Journals, February 19, 1861) .
. 1). His third book, Celestial Dawn, or the Connection Between Heaven and Earth

Quimby
Despite these insights and successes, Evans's health still suffered. In pursuit of relief, he reportedly traveled to Portland, Maine, for a treatment with Phineas Parkhurst Quimby (1802-1866). Formerly an itinerant mesmerist, Quimby was achieving remarkable cures from his clinic, first in Bangor and then in Portland, through his own method of "drugless medicine" (Quimby, 1888 (Quimby, /1988 .
Quimby, originally a Belfast, Maine, clockmaker, began his self-study of mesmerism in the late 1830s. During the 1840s, he worked as an itinerant mesmerist in Maine and New Brunswick, Canada (Quimby, 1888/1988) . By the late 1840s, he began questioning the prevailing view that the manipulation of an electromagnetic nerve fluid was the causal healing agent in mesmerism. Illness, Quimby later claimed, originated in error-prone thinking. It was within a person's mental power to heal if he or she changed beliefs about illness. In his transformed therapeutic interaction with patients, the former "manipulation of magnetism" of a mesmerically entranced patient was replaced by a form of verbal persuasion with a fully conscious person (Fuller, 1987) . The goal was to disabuse the ill from errors of thinking, and restore the truth, which, if done, was the cure (Quimby, 1888 (Quimby, /1988 . Quimby reportedly treated thousands of people and became well-known throughout New England while he was alive (J. A. Dresser, 1899) .
Knowledge about Evans's treatment from Quimby comes from another Quimby patientstudent, Julius Dresser (1899). Dresser reported that he visited the 58-year-old Evans at his home in East Salisbury, Massachusetts (about 35 miles up the coast from Boston) in 1875. At the time, both he and Evans were practicing and teaching mind cure, and Evans was writing his third mind cure book, Soul and Body (Evans, 1875) . Evans told Dresser that 13 years earlier he had received two treatments from Quimby in Portland. Quimby encouraged Evans to try mental healing himself. He returned to Claremont and found immediate success treating local ailing people (J. A. Dresser, 1899; Leonard, 1905a; Leonard, 1905b, pp. 14 -15) .
Thereafter, he consecrated himself to a "healing ministry," which he saw as an enlargement of his ministerial work (Leonard, 1905b, pp. 1, 17) .
Interestingly, Evans made no mention of Quimby in his journals. His one acknowledgment appeared in his second mental-healing-inspired book, Mental Medicine (1872), wherein he recognized that Quimby's method demonstrated the "supreme controlling influence of the mind over the body . . . in health and disease" (Evans, 1872, p. 209) . Because Quimby never published during Evans's lifetime, he could not consult Quimby's ideas in printed works in the development of his healing ideas, suggesting that there must have been some early contact between the two. What Evans's journals do show, however, was that by 1865-subsequent to his reported Quimby treatment-there was a flourishing of entries wherein Evans wove together Swedenborgian ideas in service of a developing metaphysical healing philosophy.
Evans Leaves the Methodist Ministry
Citing his chronic bouts of illness as a prophetic sign that he should leave the Methodist ministry, Evans did so in 1864 at the age of 48. In a letter to Sampson Reed, minister of Boston's Swedenborgian church, he described the monumental struggle to resign after 25 years. He had to "reconstruct" his whole theology "from top to bottom," he claimed. There were "great temptations, wrestlings of spirit, and inward desolations." The intense struggle ruined his health, he confided. With his conversion to Swedenborg, however, he believed he was on the mend: "The struggles of my soul are subsiding into tranquility and peace" (Journals, November 17, 1863, and April 10, 1864).
There were other reasons to become disenchanted with his life as a Methodist preacher. Early in his clerical years, Evans complained about not earning enough to provide for his family (Journals, June 3 and 26, 1853). Later, it was the "cold shoulder" his Methodist brethren gave him after he published The Celestial Dawn (1862; Leonard, 1905a) . Some thought it was an act of heresy; others rumored that Evans was insane (Journals, April 4, 1864). One thing is certain; by this date, Evans's personal transformation from a devout Methodist clergyman to a "mystic of the interior" and Swedenborgian-inspired metaphysician was complete. For the rest of his life, he was firmly ensconced in the camp of 19th-century metaphysical idealists.
At the time, Leonard states, Evans bought a printing and "publishing business" in Claremont while his son Franklin recovered from wounds incurred in the Civil War. On the side, he wrote and practiced mental healing (Leonard, 1903, p. 31) . In 1864, he published his fourth book, The New Age and Its Messenger (Evans, 1864) , a Swedenborg tribute.
Leonard reports that the last foundation stone of Evans's "healing ministry" was a medical degree that was procured from one of the eclectic schools of medicine (Leonard, 1905b, pp. 17-18) . Thereafter, Evans self-identified as a "hygienic physician" in his advertisements and circulars ("Dr. W. F. Evans," 1869). In his published works, however, he used "W. F. Evans" only. Leonard went a step further in his biography and attached an "MD" to Evans's name.
In 1869, Evans opened a medical office in Boston and rented an apartment nearby. He began advertising his services as "Dr. W. F. Evans, magnetic healer and hygienic physician" ("Dr. W. F. Evans," 1869).
9 By identifying himself as such, Evans was making known his allegiance to both mesmerism's "magnetic medicine" and to the loosely defined healthy-living, "natural hygiene" movement. In this regard, his mental healing work differed from Quimby, who discarded magnetism as a healing agent. Shortly thereafter, he and Charlotte established a second residence in East Salisbury. Eventually, their home was turned into a sanitarium (not an uncommon practice for physicians in those days). So many ailing people came for help that patients took to calling it the "Evans Home," and it had to be enlarged to accommodate them (Clark, 1902, p. 284; Leonard, 1905b, pp. 19, 20) .
Evans provided no case studies in his books and no medical records are known to exist, making Leonard, with just a couple of exceptions, the primary source of information on this matter. Much of his work centered on teaching his healing method (Leonard, 1905b, pp. 18 -20) , and many of his patients were "nervously unsettled women" (Anderson, 1963, pp. 293-294) . There were reportedly some astonishing cures for serious ailments: a cancerous tumor that shrank, a long-time invalid who walked and resumed a normal life, and a person dying of pulmonary consumption who was healed (Leonard, 1903, p. 36; Leonard, 1906, p. 14) .
Evans reportedly offered his mental healing services for a "love offering" (Cummins, 1885; Leonard, 1905b, p. 19) , a practice similar to passing the offering plate at church in that the patient decided how much to give. Evans's lack of interest in money reportedly extended to earnings from his book sales as well, so claimed his publisher and long-time friend, H. H. Carter (Leonard, 1903, p. 36) . In support of Evans lack of interest in accruing money, there is no evidence he took advantage of the lucrative lecture circuit.
The Mature Healer Emerges: Evans Publishes The Mental Cure
If the endpoint of a wounded healer's creative illness is the power to heal others, then Evans followed that path, as demonstrated by his Boston and East Salisbury healing practices. His writings, however, proved to be his gold. Evans's fifth book, The Mental Cure (Evans, 1869) , innovatively wove together nervous system functioning with Swedenborg's correspondences, and classical metaphysical idealism with mental therapeutics. To this he added mesmerism, phrenology, and organ pathology. The Mental Cure was followed shortly thereafter with Mental Medicine (Evans, 1872) .
The books were an unexpected success. The Mental Cure went through nine editions. Mental Medicine, aimed at a more popular audience, went through 15 editions. Combined, he sold an estimated 32,000 copies in the United States alone, a large number for that era (based on 1,500 copies per edition; see Hayward, 1876, pp. 118 -119) . Leonard (1903, p. 33) claimed that it was translated into several European languages. Spiritualism's major news outlet, Banner of Light, hailed The Mental Cure for its "originality in thought and treatment. . . . [It] will take its place at once among the remarkable productions of the day." The second most prominent spiritualist-reform periodical in the nation, Chicago's Religio-Philosophical Journal, praised The Mental Cure as well, as did other leading spiritualists and several physicians (Hayward, 1876, pp. 118 -119) . In contrast, Quimby's writings were not even in print until 1895 (A. G. Dresser, 1895 .
Mind, Body, and the Nerve-Projected Form
Historians Jan Goldstein (2005) and Edward Reed (1997) have pointed out that in the late 18th to early 19th centuries, a tacit cease-fire was established between two groups fighting an ideological battle over the mind-body divide. On one side were the physiologists and associationist philosophers (such as the British Empiricists and French Sensationalists). Their bottom-up approach to the mind-body problem, with its naturalistic aspirations, explored how sensory events became thinking. On the other side of this divide were theologians and traditional defenders-of-the-faith who saw mind as a partner of the soul and distanced themselves from the baser, carnal body. Goldstein claimed that this truce was subverted by mesmerism's and phrenology's mind-body interactionism.
Evans, a reader of the history of religion and philosophy, was well aware of this classic problem and approached it confidently. The theory he presented in the Mental Cure wove This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
elements of Swedenborg with a modified Cartesian view, mixed with an idea borrowed from mesmerism that the "space" between body and mind was filled with a vitalistic substance responsive to both nerve impulses and thought. (Evans, 1869, pp. 27, 88, 266; Schmit, 2010) . The mind, according to Evans, had the power to alter this substance. Evans elaborated on this intermediate substance, which "spans the discrete chasm between mind and matter, [and] connects the two links in the chain of our being" (Evans, 1869, pp. 58 -59) . It was "composed of a substance between pure spirit and matter, a sort of tertium quid . . . a third something" (pp. 58 -59). Evans drew from the work of German romantic philosopher-mystic Justinus Kerner (1786 Kerner ( -1862 , who called it a "nerveprojected form." 10 Kerner's system, in turn, drew from older vitalistic ideas of subtle effluvia flowing through the body's "nerve tubes" (Home, 1970) . For Evans, it was simultaneously "under the control of spiritual intelligences," responsive to the mind's will, and intricately linked into "the grand system of ganglionic and sympathetic nerves," and thus every organ in the body (Evans, 1869, pp. 64, 335) .
Evidence for the existence of the nerve-projected form came from phantom limb pain, Evans held. After a limb was amputated, he observed, "there remains as vivid a perception of the part as before the mutilation" (Evans, 1869, p. 62) . This "can be accounted for satisfactorily only on the supposition of an inward body that is not affected by the destruction of the outward organism" (p. 64). Evans was speaking from direct experience. In July of 1863, his only son Franklin, while fighting with the New Hampshire volunteers in the Civil War, was severely wounded at the battle of Mom's Island in South Carolina. Franklin's right hand was obliterated and he incurred wounds in both legs (Journals, July 11, 1863). Evans cared for him. In The Mental Cure, Evans took the phantom limb example one step further and proposed that one could "remove one limb and then another . . . disrobe the inner man entirely of its fleshly envelope, there remains the same consciousness of the body as before" (Evans, 1869, p. 65 ).
Swedenborg's correspondences established for Evans the primary therapeutic basis by which the mind could heal the body (Evans, 1869, p. 352) . "Every part of the body," he wrote, "corresponds to something in the mind" (Evans, 1869, p. 88) . In this regard, he was espousing a phrenological-styled localization of psychological function in the body, which Evans called "phrenopathy." Across several chapters in the Mental Cure, Evans proposed correspondences between mental activity and different vital functions of the body. For example, he equated problems with motivation with lung disease. Another example, the stomach, which ruminates and absorbs nutrients corresponds to memory: In youth, memory is very active, so too, "the digestive organs are the most vigorous" (Evans, 1869, p. 127 ). As we grow older, . . . "torpidity of the mind enfeebles the action of the organs concerned in the digestive process" (p. 129).
As much as Evans might have his readers believe in the empirical foundations of these correspondences between mental states and organic function, they appeared to be idiosyncratic to him. Epistemologically, Evans believed his system was based on scientific foundations because he made rational arguments and systematic observations and often referred to the body's physiology. But a sensitivity to interior psychological and spiritual states was his primary allegiance.
For Evans, an abnormal mental or emotional state deranged the nerve-projected form, which, in turn, impeded the free circulation of vital force to the external organs. Subsequently, the correspondence between a healthy mind and the organs were weakened, instigating illness (Evans, 1869, p. 63) . He provided examples of this principle in action. Fear in excess, Evans declared, "quickens the heart," effects the stomach and the diaphragm, sending blood to the extremities. If such a state became permanent, "in the form of anxiety, the corresponding bodily condition will be chronic, and a common disease, called asthma, is the result" (Evans, 1869, p. 90) . Evans held that "melancholy, envy, jealousy, anger, disappointed affection, produce each its specific effect" (p. 90). This relation between mind, emotions, and the health of the body was further entangled, because there was "a propensity in us toward discord" (p. 23).
Therapy
Evans called a healer in his system a "psychopathic practitioner" (Evans, 1869, p. 18) . Such a practitioner, he argued, must have a regular physician's knowledge of anatomy, physiology, and organ pathology. The practitioner must also know "of those spiritual disturbances and morbid mental states that underlie all diseased conditions" (pp. 241-242). It was in this latter capacity that Evans described a practitioner's mission, that he or she "would impart a sanative spiritual virtue to others, minister to a mind diseased, [and] pluck from the heart a rooted sorrow" (Evans, 1872, p. 26) . To achieve this, Evans believed a practitioner must "communicate health, harmony, and happiness" to the patient (p. 26).
In describing the techniques and theories of his therapy, Evans drew on metaphors from the technology, religion, and science of his time. For instance, he highly valued the mesmeric trance because of its ability to induce a state of "mental sympathy" between physician and patient, so essential for passing on health (Evans, 1869, p. 63) , a process he likened to taking a daguerreotype. "One mind may daguerreotype itself on another," he declared (p. 255). Employing a biological motif, Evans declared that healing required a dramatic change in the patient, a "mental metamorphosis" (p. 222). Drawing on his work in religious conversions, he wrote about "converting" the patient to health and "impregnating him with a better interior life" (pp. 269, 271) .
Beyond that, Evans adopted a range of other practices that he called "mental therapeutics." These included self-healing psychological practices, relaxation to relieve distressed nerves, and breathing techniques to control the mind (Evans, 1869, pp. 282-283) . Clearly, he experimented a lot. In later circulars, he instructed his patients to use "all those mental forces that must effect the physical organism, as faith, imagination, and the creative power of thought" (Leonard, 1906, p. 12) .
After The Mental Cure and Mental Medicine, Evans published four more mental healing books: Soul and Body (Evans, 1875) , Divine Law of Cure (Evans, 1881) , The Primitive Mind Cure (Evans, 1884) , and Esoteric Christianity and Mental Therapeutics (Evans, 1886) . 11 The reality of metaphysical healing was a constant theme in these works, as was providing mental therapeutics. He also reflected on Descartes, Kant, Spinoza, Jonathan Edwards, Goethe, Coleridge, Locke, Comte, Faraday, and even Darwin. In his last book, he led his readers into considerations of Christian Theosophy, Jewish Kabbalah, Hermes Trismegistus, and Asian religions. He looked favorably on the modern idealists, Berkeley, Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel (Evans, 1881, p. 9) but also retained his touchstones: Jesus the healer, Swedenborg the visionary mystic, and metaphysical idealism as a core philosophy.
"The Greatest Headlight of Mental Therapeutics"
Evans was highly regarded in his lifetime, both at home and abroad. For example, the people of Greensboro, North Carolina, read in their local newspaper that he was "the 11 There is an unpublished manuscript by W. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
greatest headlight of mental therapeutics" (C. S. B., 1886, p. 5). There were mentions of his books in both London and Melbourne, Australia, spiritualist newspapers, and a publisher in Glasgow, Scotland, printed the Mental Cure. A number of early New Thought writers claimed that his ideas were seminal to their development as well (Albanese, 2007, p. 13 ).
Leonard found "hundreds of letters" in Evans's papers from people in the United States and Europe who had written to him about the benefits they received from his books, and how his writings answered their burning questions, provided spiritual guidance, and improved their health. Evans spent considerable time corresponding with them (Leonard, 1905b, p. 21; Leonard, 1906, pp. 17-24) .
The popularity of Evans's books did not stop at his death. His publisher, H.H. Carter, told Leonard that a decade after he died, orders continued to come in "from various parts of the world though no effort had been made to keep them in the public mind" (Leonard, 1903, p. 33) .
Preliminary appraisal shows that while he was alive, Evans was treated quite well by reviewers. The larger mind cure movement, however, was subjected to regular criticism. It is beyond the scope of this article to examine this topic.
By the late 1880s, there was an increase in the number of metaphysical healers, authors, and teachers who, in turn, established regional mind cure centers and a national presence for the movement. As mind cure both birthed and was engulfed by New Thought, Evans's pioneering contributions were overshadowed.
Wider cultural changes also served to marginalize mind cure (and Evans's work). In the last decades of the 19th century, medicine took major steps toward professionalization and consolidation. Malpractice laws were pushed in the Massachusetts state legislature with the express purpose of marginalizing, co-opting, or outlawing nonregular medical practices (such as homeopathy and mind cure; Starr, 1982; Sutton, 2012) . Other states followed. Evans was involved in the struggle to beat back regulators. In 1885, he supported medical freedom laws in Massachusetts that would allow practices such as his to continue without state interference (Swarts, 1885b, p. 227) . In 1894, and again in 1898, William James spoke before the Massachusetts state legislature to stop malpractice laws against mental healers. James believed that the current knowledge about healing nervous disorders remained too undeveloped to begin outlawing alternate practices (Sutton, 2012) .
The founding of the American Psychological Association in 1892 in Worcester, Massachusetts, initiated the institutionalization processes by which the founders created boundaries between themselves and the psychological "others" who were operating around them (such as spiritualists, psychical researchers, and mental healers; Cattell, 1898; Coon, 2002) . In the academic centers in which a new generation of secularized, scientifically minded experts were asserting themselves, medical mavericks like Evans were treated suspiciously as throwbacks to an earlier, unscientific era. With no institutions to champion his contributions, Evans's accomplishments were obscured, his papers lost, and his journals tucked away.
Conclusion
Despite the institutionalization of medicine and psychology in the late 19th to early 20th centuries, New Thought, with its optimistic belief in mental powers to improve health and well-being, continued to grow in popularity. New Thought has inspired best-selling books; churches, such as Unity; "the power of positive thinking" mind-set; and the prosperity gospel (Haller, 2012) . On another front, Beryl Satter (1999) links New Thought to advances in progressive politics, women's rights, and social justice causes. Other scholars claim that New Thought helped establish religious liberalism as an enduring presence in the nation (Albanese, 2007; Schmidt, 2005) . Fuller (2001) and Schmidt (2005) place New Thought as a historic progenitor to the contemporary-and ubiquitous-"spiritual but not This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
religious" category of American believers. Peel back the generations of New Thought writers and thinkers to their 19th century origins and Warren Felt Evans emerges as a seminal figure.
The discovery of Evans's journals offers the opportunity to better understand how an ailing Methodist clergyman became a leading philosopher and practitioner of mind cure. The journals reveal that Evans the healer emerged from a deep sense of interiority infused with both mysticism culled from his pursuit of religious piety and doubt created by his chronic pain. After a long search, he found redeeming knowledge in metaphysics and relief from his suffering by way of mental healing.
In his study of the historic origins of American psychotherapy, Philip Cushman (1992, p. 24) draws out prototypical features of the psychotherapeutic encounter that are particularly relevant to Evans. For Cushman, the therapist dons the mantle of a "doctor of the interior" or a "caretaker of the interior" and enters the inner life of a suffering person to perform therapeutic work there. The end point of Evans's journey marked the emergence of a "doctor of the interior" who confidently dispensed to his readers and patients metaphysical healing philosophy and mental therapeutics. The transformational route Evans traveled to reach this personal and professional destination reflects the mythicoreligious journey of the wounded healer who suffers through a creative illness on the way to becoming a healer himself. Evans's story underscores the continued relevance of the wounded healer construct as a means to explain how new healers are made and, ostensibly, how new forms of psychological medicine are born.
It is a long and circuitous road running from midmodern efforts to treat diseases of nerves, mind, and body to the institutionalization of American psychotherapy. In the midto late 19th century, one branch of that road traveled through the mind cure movement, where it was shaped by the writings and mental therapeutics of Warren Felt Evans. It behooves us to learn more about the work of this pioneering mental healer.
